
The emotional 
world of the 
post-war British 
extreme right



David Myatt

◎ Born c.1950
◎ Active in British extreme right from late 
1960s to late 1990s
◎ Converts to Islam in 1998, gravitates 
towards radical islamism
◎ Renounces extremism in 2011, founds 
Pathei-Mathos
◎ Controversy regarding his alleged founding 
of Order of Nine Angles, a satanic group with 
increasing influence on contemporary extreme 
right



Research aims

◎ Create new knowledge regarding Myatt as a 
fascist ideologue

◎ Analyse Myatt’s writings using history of emotions 
concepts and methodologies, to examine the 
emotional aspects and resonances of his extreme right 
ideology



Early argument

◎ Whilst Myatt extols reason as an Aryan virtue, framing his 
writings as rigorously ‘rational’, and states that true Aryans 
should avoid displays of emotion, his texts are in fact saturated 
with emotions across the full spectrum

‘Aryan behaviour - in public and in private - derives 
from personal honour and self-discipline. An Aryan is 
dignified; not given to excessive show of personal 
emotion, and not given to dressing in an extravagant 
or flamboyant way. An Aryan is fair and just; and 
given to silence or humour in adversity. Above all, an 
Aryan is restrained, and seeks to be in control of 
themselves...’



Anti-fascist research

◎ Searchlight magazine investigated Myatt from 
1975 onwards

◎ There is substantial journalistic research, especially 
from Lowles and Ryan 

◎ Myatt remains a pertinent figure in research into 
contemporary extreme right groups
 



Academic research

◎ Jeffrey Kaplan presents earliest research 
into Myatt in 1998

◎ After Kaplan, scholarship regarding 
Myatt polarises into diminutive appearances 
and more substantial pieces

◎ This research is found in fascism studies, 
terrorism studies, and religious/occult 
scholarship



Substantial works regarding Myatt

◎ Nicholas Goodrick-Clarke - Black Sun

◎ Jacob Senholt - ‘Secret Identities in the Sinister Tradition’

◎ George Michael - The Enemy of my Enemy



Fascism and emotion

◎ Emotions have long occupied a problematic space in 
fascism studies
◎ Fascism often reductively viewed as a result of 
‘irrationality’ or hate
◎ Modern fascism studies has challenged this, 
presenting fascism as an ideology, but in doing so has not 
foregrounded emotional aspects
◎ The Emotional and Affective Turns have generated 
more focused work in this area



Emotions in taxonomic fascism scholarship

◎ George L. Mosse: fascism primarily a culture, which 
addresses the emotions
◎ Stanley G. Payne: a typological description of fascism 
which features emotions prominently
◎ Zeev Sternhell: fascism emerged from a foundational 
culture rejecting rationalism
◎ Robert Paxton: fascism based in ‘mobilizing passions’
◎ Mosse, Payne, Sternhell, and Robert Eatwell all stress 
the importance of the fascist cult of youth and the New 
Man



Focussed work on fascism and emotions

◎ Simonetta Falasca Zamponi: emotive relationship 
between fascist ideologue and followers

◎ Cynthia Miller-Idris: spatial aspects of 
contemporary far right

◎ Jon Baskin: ‘the emotional pull of Nazism’ 



Emotional communities

◎ Academic work on the EDL has explored a wide 
spectrum of emotions

◎ Importance of emotions for strengthening 
communities and ideology

◎ Rosenwein’s analysis of Pope Gregory the Great’s 
writings in order to ‘see his emotional community’ 
 
◎ Fascist concepts of community that transcend time



The fascist New Man

◎ Masculinity as the foundation of fascist 
emotionology

◎ Sara Ahmed’s work on racism and 
‘hardness’

◎ The importance of emotional control

◎ Carl Plantinga’s notion of ‘fascist 
affects’



Fascism and masculinity

◎ Fascism as a malign masculinity

◎ Central importance of militarism and the 
warrior ethos in fascism



Avenues of research

◎ This research will analyse Myatt’s extensive 
writings using history of emotions ideas and 
methodologies

◎ Examining the emotional aspects and 
resonances of: 

-> Aryanism - emotional aspects of race and 
antisemitism
-> masculinity - emotional aspects of gender
-> honour - emotional aspects of honour as the 
foundation of Myatt’s vision of true Aryan 
living
-> nature and place - emotional resonances of  
blood and soil
-> time - emotional aspects of Myatt’s cosmic, 
cyclical theory of time 


